Principles of Active Vibration Control: Magneto-rheological fluids

Introduction:
A magneto-rheological fluid (MR fluid) is a type of smart fluid in a carrier fluid,
usually a type of oil. When subjected to a magnetic field, the fluid greatly increases its
apparent viscosity, to the point of becoming a viscoelastic solid. Importantly, the yield
stress of the fluid when in its active ("on") state can be controlled very accurately by
varying the magnetic field intensity. The upshot of this is that the fluid's ability to
transmit force can be controlled with an electromagnet, which gives rise to its many
possible control-based applications. MR fluid is different from a ferro-fluid which has
smaller particles. MR fluid particles are primarily on the micrometre-scale and are too
dense for Brownian motion to keep them suspended (in the lower density carrier
fluid). Ferro-fluid particles are primarily nanoparticles that are suspended by
Brownian motion and generally will not settle under normal conditions. As a result,
these two fluids have very different applications.
The magnetic particles, which are typically micrometer or nanometer scale
spheres or ellipsoids, are suspended within the carrier oil are distributed randomly and
in suspension under normal circumstances, as below. When a magnetic field is
applied, however, the microscopic particles (usually in the 0.1–10 µm range) align
themselves along the lines of magnetic flux, see below. When the fluid is contained
between two poles (typically of separation 0.5–2 mm in the majority of devices), the
resulting chains of particles restrict the movement of the fluid, perpendicular to the
direction of flux, effectively increasing its viscosity. Importantly, mechanical
properties of the fluid in its “on” state are anisotropic. Thus in designing a
magnetorheological (or MR) device, it is crucial to ensure that the lines of flux are
perpendicular to the direction of the motion to be restricted.
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Fiig. 8.28 Maggneto-rheologgical Fluid
Inn the case of
o magnetorhheological fluids
f
a maggnetic field causes the chain-like
arranngement of thhe suspendeed particles bby inducing a magnetic moment. Inn addition,
MR fluids
f
exhibiit a yield streess increasinng with the applied
a
fieldd, and both a pre-yield
region, characterrized by elasstic properties, and a poost-yield reggion, charactterized by

viscoous propertiies (Jolly et
e al.). Duee to their qualitativelly similar behaviour
b
phenoomenologicaal models off ER and MR
R fluid devicces can mosttly be appliedd to either
materrial.

MODES OF
O OPERATION
A MR fluidd is used in one of threee main modees of operattion, these being
An
b
flow
modee, shear mod
de and squeeeze-flow moode. These modes
m
involvve, respectiv
vely, fluid
flowiing as a resuult of pressuure gradient between twoo stationary plates; fluidd between
two pplates movin
ng relative too one another; and fluid between
b
twoo plates mov
ving in the
directtion perpenddicular to theeir planes. Inn all cases thhe magnetic field is perppendicular
to thee planes of the
t plates, soo as to restriict fluid in thhe direction parallel to the
t plates.
In thee flow modee, MR fluid is made to flow
f
betweenn static platees by a presssure drop,
and thhe flow resiistance can be
b controlledd by the maggnetic field which runs normal to
the fllow directionn. Exampless of the flow
w mode incluude servo-vaalves, dampeers, shock
absorrbers and acttuators. In thhe shear moode, the MR fluid is locaated betweenn surfaces
moving (sliding or
o rotating) in relation tto each otherr with the magnetic
m
fielld flowing
t the direction of motioon of these shear surfacces. The chaaracteristic
perpeendicularly to
of shear stress veersus shear rate
r can be ccontrolled byy the magnetic field. Ex
xamples of
mpers and
the shhear mode include clutcches, brakes,, chucking aand locking devices, dam
structtural compo
osites. In thee squeeze mode,
m
the diistance betw
ween the parrallel pole
platess changes, which
w
causess a squeeze flow. In thiss mode relattively high forces
f
can
be acchieved; thiss mode is esspecially suittable for thee damping oof vibrationss with low
ampliitudes (up too a few milliimeters) andd high dynam
mic forces. T
The squeeze mode has
been used in som
me small-ampplitude vibraation damperrs.

F
Fig. 8.29 Bassic operatingg modes of electro- and magneto-rhe
m
eological fluiid devices
(a) Valve modee (b) Direct shear
s
mode (c) Squeeze--flow mode [Butz & Vonn Stryk,
2
2002]
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Fig. 8.300 Mode of operation
o
of MR
M dampers
The aapplications of these vaarious modees are numerrous. Flow mode can be
b used in
damppers and shoock absorberrs, by using the movem
ment to be coontrolled to force the
fluid through ch
hannels, acrooss which a magnetic field is appplied. Shearr mode is
particcularly usefuul in clutchees and brakess - in placess where rotattional motion must be
contrrolled. Squeeeze-flow moode, on the other hand, is most suiitable for appplications
contrrolling smalll, millimeteer-order moovements buut involvingg large forrces. This

particcular flow mode
m
has seen the least investigatioon so far. Overall,
O
betw
ween these
three modes of operation,
o
M fluids cann be appliedd successfully to a widee range of
MR
wever, somee limitations exist which are necessarry to mention here.
applications. How
neto-rheological (MR) Dampers:
Magn
Maagneto-rheolo
ogical (MR)) dampers have
h
recentlyy become aan object off intensive
studiees, both due to their inteeresting physsical features, as well ass due to theirr potential
applicability to coontrol dampping in mechhanical system
ms. The esseential characcteristic of
t reversiblyy change frrom free-floowing, lineaar viscous
MR fluids is thheir ability to
liquidds to semi-soolids having controllablee yield strenggth in milliseconds when
n exposed
to a magnetic fiield. This feeature proviides simple,, quiet, rapiid-response interfaces
betweeen electronnic controls and
a mechanical systems. MR fluid ddampers are new
n semiactivee devices th
hat utilize MR
M fluids to provide conntrollable daamping forcces. These
devicces overcom
me many of the expensees and technical difficuulties associiated with
semi--active devicces previoussly considered. The designed linearr magneto-rhheological
dampper is an actuator
a
thaat allows coontrolling performance
p
characterisstics. The
resistting force depends
d
on piston speed and on sttrength of m
magnetic fieeld in the
workking gap. MR
R fluid damppers are charracterized byy large dampping force, low power
consuumption, etcc. and may bee used in varrious vibration control syystems.
Thee structure of
o the dampper has beenn developedd on the bassis of the an
nalysis of
strenggth propertiees and of dyynamic phennomena for the
t concept adopted. Thhis kind of
dampper usually uses
u the struccture of a cyylinder with a piston. Thhe flow contrrol (valve)
for ann MR fluid, which the magnetic
m
field is appliedd to, is the oorifice in thee piston or
indivvidual bypass in the cylinder. Accoording to theeir structure the damperrs may be
classiified as single-ended pisston-rod typee and doublee-ended pistoon-rod type.

Fig. 8.31 Pistonn rod type MR
M damper

Maathematical models of MR
M damperrs:
Maathematical models
m
are reepresented by
b a mathem
matical functiion whose cooefficients
are ddetermined rheologicallly, i. e., thhe parameteer values arre adjusted until the
quanttitative resuults of the model
m
closeely match thhe experimeental data. Thus, the
dynam
mic responsee of MR fluiid devices iss reproducedd by a semi-eempirical rellationship.
Numeerous param
metric moddels can eaasily be deescribed by an arrangement of
mechhanical elemeents such as springs andd viscous dasshpots.


Bingham
m model

Moost commonlly the behavviour of MR
R fluids is described
d
byy the Binghaam plastic
modeel. An ideal Bingham boody behavess as a solid until
u
a minim
mum yield stress
s
y is
exceeeded and theen exhibits a linear relatiion between the stress annd the rate of
o shear or
deforrmation. Acccordingly thee shear stress  developeed in the fluid is given by
y

(8.10)
wheere ˙ is the (shear) straiin rate and denotes the plastic viscoosity of the fluid,
f
i. e.,
the (N
Newtonian) viscosity
v
at zero field (G
Gavin et al.).

Spencer et all.)
Figure 8.32: Bingham model (S
Thee mechanicaal analogue, a Coulombb friction element in paarallel with a viscous
dashppot, is shown
n in Figure 8.32.
8
In this model, the fforce F geneerated by the MR fluid
devicce is given byy,

(8.11)

Whhere x˙ deno
otes the veloocity attributted to the exxternal excittation, and where
w
the
dampping coefficient c0 and thhe frictional force fc are related
r
to thee fluid’s visccosity and
the field
fi
dependdent yield sttress respecttively (Spenncer et al.). The Binghaam model
accouunts for elecctro- and maggneto-rheoloogical fluid behaviour
b
beeyond the yiield point,
i. e., for fully developed
d
flluid flow orr sufficientlly high sheaar rates. Hoowever, it
mes that the fluid remainns rigid in the pre-yield region.
r
assum

Fig. 8.33 Compaarison between the prediccted (_____)) and the expperimentally
y obtained
( _____) force-velocity characteristi
c
c for the Binngham modeel (Spencer et
e al.)


Bouc-W
Wen model

In ttheir survey of phenomeenological models
m
Spenncer et al. prresented thee so-called
Boucc- Wen modeel in order to
t characteriise the behavviour of a M
MR fluid dam
mper. It is
suppoosed to reprooduce the ressponse of hyysteretic systtems to randdom excitatioons

F

Fig. 8.34 Bouc-Ween Model (S
Spencer et al..)
A meechanical an
nalogue of thhe Bouc-Ween model is shown in Figure 8.34. The force
generrated by the device is givven by

(8.12)
where
e the hysterettic component z satisfies

(8.13)
By addjusting the parameter values
v
, , ,
  and n it is possible tto control thee shape of
the fforce-velocitty characterristic; an initial displaacement x0 of the sppring was
incorrporated intoo the modeel to allow for the presence of ann accumulattor in the
consiidered damper.

Fig. 8
8.35 Compariison between
n the predictted (_____) and
a the expeerimentally obtained
o
(

_____) forcce-velocity ccharacteristicc for the Bingham modell (Spencer ett al.)

APPLICAT
TIONS
The aapplication set for MR fluids is vaast, and it exxpands withh each advannce in the
dynam
mics of the fluid.
f
Mechaniccal engineerring
Magneto--rheological dampers off various appplications haave been andd continue
to be developed. These damppers are maiinly used in heavy industry with appplications
m
dampiing, operatorr seat/cab ddamping in construction
c
n vehicles,
such as heavy motor
more.
and m
As off 2006, mateerials scientissts and mechhanical enginneers are colllaborating to
t develop
standd-alone seism
mic dampers which, wheen positionedd anywhere w
within a buillding, will
operaate within thhe building's resonance frequency,
fr
abbsorbing dettrimental sho
ock waves
and ooscillations within the structure,
s
giiving these dampers
d
thee ability to make
m
any
buildding earthquaake-proof, orr at least earrthquake-resiistant.
Military and defensee
The U.S. Army Reseearch Office is currentlyy funding ressearch into using
u
MR
fluid to enhance body armorr. In 2003, researchers
r
s
stated
they were
w
five to ten years
ng the fluid bullet resisttant. In addittion, Humveees, and variious other
awayy from makin
all-terrain vehiclees employ dyynamic MR shock absorrbers and/or dampers.

Magneto-rheological finishing, a magneto-rheological fluid-based optical polishing
method, has proven to be highly precise. It was used in the construction of the Hubble
Space Telescope's corrective lens.
Automotive and aerospace
If the shock absorbers of a vehicle's suspension are filled with magnetorheological fluid instead of plain oil, and the whole device surrounded with an
electromagnet, the viscosity of the fluid, and hence the amount of damping provided
by the shock absorber, can be varied depending on driver preference or the weight
being carried by the vehicle - or it may be dynamically varied in order to provide
stability control. This is in effect a magneto-rheological damper. For example, the
MagneRide active suspension system permits the damping factor to be adjusted once
every millisecond in response to conditions. General Motors (in a partnership with
Delphi Corporation) has developed this technology for automotive applications. It
made its debut in both Cadillac (Seville STS build date on or after 1/15/2002 with
RPO F55) as "Magneride" (or "MR") and Chevrolet passenger vehicles (All Corvettes
made since 2003 with the F55 option code) as part of the driver selectable "Magnetic
Selective Ride Control (MSRC)" system) in model year 2003. Other manufacturers
have paid for the use of it in their own vehicles. As of 2007, BMW manufactures cars
using their own proprietary version of this device, while Audi and Ferrari offer the
MagneRide on various models.
General Motors and other automotive companies are seeking to develop a magnetorheological fluid based clutch system for push-button four wheel drive systems. This
clutch system would use electromagnets to solidify the fluid which would lock the
driveshaft into the drive train.
Porsche has introduced magneto-rheological engine mounts in the 2010 Porsche GT3
and GT2. At high engine revolutions, the magneto-rheological engine mounts get
stiffer to provide a more precise gearbox shifter feel by reducing the relative motion
between the power train and chassis/body.

As of September 2010, Acura (Honda) has begun an advertising campaign
highlighting its use of MR technology in passenger vehicles manufactured for the
2011 model year.
Magnetorheological dampers are under development for use in military and
commercial helicopter cockpit seats, as safety devices in the event of a crash. They
would be used to decrease the shock delivered to a passenger's spinal column, thereby
decreasing the rate of permanent injury during a crash.
Human prosthesis
Magnetorheological dampers are utilized in semi-active human prosthetic legs.
Much like those used in military and commercial helicopters, a damper in the
prosthetic leg decreases the shock delivered to the patients leg when jumping, for
example. This results in an increased mobility and agility for the patient.

Source:http://nptel.ac.in/courses/112107088/32

